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ABSTRACT  
Many business intelligence tools aim to digest data into 
easy, understandable and visualizable information for 
helping decision-making, while they are still lack of ability 
to support visualizing the history of selections. This 
limitation concerns the coming future when everything is 
about data. Due to it, users are not able to share their 
thinking paths to the decision. Here a history selection path 
means a sequence of previous selections. As an approach, it 
helps users in decision-making and discovery insight. This 
study investigated an efficient graphical visualization 
system of history selection paths to support communicating 
and iterative analysis. We selected tree representation as the 
main visualization model and also propose features needed 
for the system. 

Specifically, we researched the significance of this study, 
existing solutions and also the proper designs and functions 
for the idea. It is initiated by user research including 
targeting users and scenario mapping. Based on the 
understanding, we applied a parallel design to narrow down 
the suitable design. As a result, tree representation was 
selected as the visualization model. To evaluate whether it 
touched user needs or not, we applied usability test to 
collect quantitative data and qualitative comments. For 
making the test environment as real as possible, a web-
based interactive prototype supported by D3.js library was 
implemented for testing. We analyzed the user experience 
and also consolidated improvements. As a case study, we 
implemented the solution on Qlik Sense to verify the 
possibility to place this solution into real data visualization 
tool.  

Generally, the result of this study formed a valuable 
initiative for further development and we saw potentials of 
this tree model system to be used in other areas when it 
comes to reviewing history as well. 
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SAMMANFATTNING  
Many Många verktyg för affärsintelligens avser till att bryta 
ner data till enkel, förståelig och visualiserar information 
för att hjälpa till beslutsantagande, medan det fortfarande 
saknar förmåga att stödja visualiseringen av urvalens 
historik. Den här begränsningen berör framtiden när allt är 
om data. På grund av det, användaren är inte kunniga till att 
dela deras sökväg till beslutet. Här menas historik urvalsväg 
en sekvens av tidigare val. Som ett tillvägagångsätt, hjälper 

det användare att fatta beslut och upptäcka insikt. Denna 
studie undersökte ett effektivt grafiskt visualiseringssystem 
av historik urvalsvägar för att stödja kommunikation och 
iterativ analys. Vi valde trädrepresentation som 
huvudligavisualisering modell och föreslår också funktioner 
som behövs för systemet. 

Specifikt har vi undersökt betydelsen av denna studie, 
befintliga lösningar och även rätt design och funktioner för 
denna idén. Det initieras av användare undersökningar 
inklusiv målriktning av användare och scenariokartläggning. 
Baserat på förståelsen använde vi en parallell design för att 
begränsa den lämpliga designen. Som ett resultat, valdes 
trädrepresentation som visualiseringsmodell. För att 
utvärdera om det rörde användarnas behov eller inte, 
använde vi användbarhetstest för att samla in kvantitativa 
data och kvalitativa kommentarer. För att testmiljön ska bli 
så verklig som möjligt implementerades en webbaserad 
interaktiv prototyp som stöds av D3.js biblioteket för 
testning. Vi analyserade användare upplevelsen och 
konsoliderade förbättringar.  

Som en fallstudie implementerade vi lösningen på Qlik 
Sense för att verifiera möjligheten att placera denna 
lösningen i ett verkligt data visualiseringsverktyg.  

I allmänhet bildade resultatet av den här studien ett 
värdefullt initiativ för vidare utveckling och vi såg 
potentialerna i detta trädmodellsystem som kan användas på 
andra områden när det gäller till att granska historik.   

Nyckelord  
Data visualisering, historik urvalsvägar, business 
intelligence, historik visualisering 

INTRODUCTION  
When we talk about data visualization, generally data 
visualization is very powerful and effective to be used for 
mapping undigested data to cognitive information, 
searching and exploring a different set of data. When it 
comes to the environment of business intelligence(BI), the 
intention of data visualization is to support analyzing data 
into an easy-understanding pattern and explore deep insight 
of the subjects. Usually, the analysis ends up with decision-
making. With the aim of discovery, filtering data to narrow 
down the scope of analysis usually is a continuous activity 
before concluding a result. Filtering data usually shows up 
in commercial tools as making selections. When a selection 
is made, it allows the user to explore a smaller set of data. 
After you made the conclusion or decision, you may need 
to revisit the state under specific filters, summarize your 



analysis and present how the finding come to the place. 
Even during the analysis, exploring data back and forth 
needs you go back to a specific step and make another route 
of discovery very often. 

With the help of visualizing the process of discovery which 
to end-users, the analysis could be more efficient. Another 
big benefit from this enabler would be that communication 
for decision-maker will become more comprehensive as 
good data display strongly speaks for itself [1]. If the 
decision is uncertain, by sharing your discovery history or 
reviewing iteratively will accelerate finalizing objectives or 
decision-making. Interactive visualization system should 
provide not only the presentation of data but also the 
discovery process for users interpreting the discovered 
knowledge [5]. 

However, most recent data visualization tools are 
concentrated on presenting data [2] and limited to record 
the selection history in back-end server while users are not 
supported to revisit, review and overview. Users are only 
able to revisit previous states by redo or undo. It cannot 
provide an overview of how did the analysis look like. 
Additionally, as BI is all about making decisions, there is a 
high demand that analysts need to show their thought 
process, which refers to the selection path to their discovery 
produced by a series of selections-making. 

In this paper, “how is a graphical visualization of history 
selection paths best visualized to support communicating 
and iterative analysis” was the main research question. The 
study first theoretically confirmed the potentials and 
necessity of visualizing history paths. We carefully 
considered design from multiple perspectives by comparing 
existing approaches, analyzing common visual models and 
proper support functions. Inspired by pre-study, we 
followed user-centered design and started the design 
process from understanding the target users and their needs. 
We proposed time-based tree visualization as the model of 
the design. To evaluate the design, we returned to users for 
feedback. Furthermore, as a case study, we implemented 
the solution as an extension on Qlik Sense, an industrial 
commercial visual analysis system. Qlik Sense allows users 
to create their own visualization of data as an extension 
with Qlik’s application programming interface (API) and 
the extension can be integrated with visual libraries such as 
D3.js. This development environment facilitated the 
implementation of the case study. 

THEORETICAL  BACKGROUND  

Significance  of  the  research  
“How does the decision/conclusion come?” After analyzing 
a large amount of data, you usually made a decision or 
conclusions based on the analysis. Then most likely you 
were asked this question when you shared your thought 
with others. How did you make your explanation more 
supportive? Research shows that users usually need to 
review their analysis, summarize explorations and then 

communicate findings with stakeholders. The way to 
explain is often in the form of a written report with verbal 
description and graphs or oral presentations supported with 
slides [3]. We can see that history visualization is the key to 
support a powerful explanation. Shneiderman also 
mentioned [4], history visualization can play an important 
role in supporting iterative analysis and even 
communication or sharing by providing users to revisit. 
Heer et al. [16] also demonstrated that visualization is not 
only used to explore and analyze data but also to 
communicate finding. However, most current data 
visualization tools have not yet supported this need 
completely. They provided a broader overview of data sets, 
support selections but there remains limitation to visualize 
the analysis process. 

Existing  work  
Discussions and studies about visualizing hierarchy history 
happened in many research areas. For example, in 
hypermedia systems, to avoid getting lost in hyperspace, it 
is necessary to reflect what learner has explored and what is 
insufficient for achieving a learning purpose by thinking 
back to learner’s history in the hyper platform. So a history 
visualization which helps learner recognize explored 
content was proposed in the mode of time-sequential 
structural representation [5]. There is another research 
talking about the proper model to visualize the knowledge 
discovery process in the database. The interactive model 
also verified that the visualization helps users get better 
insight, easier understand the intermediate findings and 
facilitate interpretation of discovered patterns [6]. 
Meanwhile, it is not completely a new topic that visualizing 
history has been conducted on typical data-visualization 
tools such as Tableau [3]. The research focused on 
recording the history of user actions such as basic undo and 
redo and visualizing them in a timeline. Different from 
visualizing user actions, this paper mainly looked into 
consequential selections during the analysis.  

Visual  model  
How to organize the content from discovery history in a 
suitable structure is the main concern of this study. To 
present the selections, using a node with texts description is 
simple and efficient. In order to recreate the discovery tour, 
time sequential representation should be taken into 
consideration. Timeline model stores items in the linear 
order by the time they occurred, which is exactly we are 
concerning about. This model is commonly adopted for 
web browsing histories. However, the action during data 
analysis can be selections or deselections coming frequently 
in order. Reflected on the standpoint from Heer et al. [16] 
that, sets of selections in different orders possibly lead to 
the same visualization state of the view. But at the system 
design level, we still need to decide whether the system will 
visualize deselections or not [3] as deselections will not 
contribute the final state of data visualization in a thinking 
path but it is an action point during the analysis. 



As the purpose is also visualizing exploration paths to the 
decision-making, to give users another viewpoint by 
reviewing their exploration, branching model [15] which is 
hierarchy-based tree structure diagram is no doubt an 
appropriate solution as well. Branching graph stores 
sequential selections and forms a new branch when clear 
action applies. It is a typical visualization model used for 
describing a hierarchy relationship. With the support of 
nodes and distinguished colors, it can display quantitative 
and relational characteristics of data [5].  

Possible models are not only two. During surfing relevant 
models, user behavior visualization also can be one of the 
options [3]. It records and visualizes user actions happened 
in the tool during analysis such as undo, redo and delete. As 
we mentioned previously. Another interesting model is 
using thumbnails size overview image connected in graph 
layout to display history states, a thumbnail provides an 
overview of visualization state to aid recognition. This 
model can provide all the history visualization state but the 
process of thinking cannot be simulated well with this 
format. 

In general, there are some approaches but the most suitable 
solution is always the best. The criteria of a suitable 
solution here include visualizing thinking process and 
presenting history selection paths. As a result of exploration 
and consideration, this project is decided to use both 
timeline and branch models, and customized as the final 
version which we will discuss more later. 

Operations    
One common concept in information visualization from 
Shneiderman [4] as “overview first, zoom, filter and details-
on-demand” is part of the consideration. For end-users, the 
freedom to choose content to focus on is one of the keys to 
make the visualization user-friendly. Zoom-in, zoom-out, 
filter and focus on details are potential enablers for freedom. 

Navigation is absolutely one of the basic functions needed 
in this visualization system because it enables to navigate 
back to a specific viewpoint whenever the users want to 
check the information [3]. One alternative is clicking nodes 
to revisit the corresponding states. The advantage is very 
flexible to explore wherever the user wants. Another 
alternative is navigating by saved paths. By selecting a path 
which is saved in a list, the user is guided to the end state of 
the selected path. 

Leaving notes [14] for actions or paths is very helpful as 
well. It can help remember the idea or thoughts at the 
corresponding moment and also further communication. 
Similar purpose applies to bookmark as well. 

As one of the initiatives is facilitating communication and 
sharing with others, sharing or exporting should be included 
definitely. For web-based systems, URL is an easy enabler 
[16] but it’s much more difficult for the desktop application 
to own similar function. 

User-centered  design  
‘User-centered design’(UCD) is a broad term to describe 
design processed in which end-users influence how a design 
takes shape. It is both a broad philosophy [7] and a variety 
of methods. There is a spectrum of ways in which users are 
involved in UCD, but the important concept is that users are 
involved in one way or another.  

Originally the term ‘user-centered design’ comes from 
Donald Norman in the 1980s and became widely after its 
publication. Norman defined user-centered design as “a 
philosophy based on the needs and interests of the user, 
with an emphasis on making products usable and 
understandable” [7]. He further explained that products are 
usable and understandable when the user can figure out 
what to do, and the user can tell what is going on. This 
approach which drives the development of products is more 
effective, efficient and safe. As a matter of fact, this method 
helps higher user satisfaction and smoother integration of 
the product into the environment [8][9]. By 1988, Goul & 
Lewis [10] brought four principles as a guide for designers 
to make user-centered systems: 

•  Early focus on users and tasks. 

•  Empirical measurement. 

•   Iterative design. 
•   Integrated design 
In this study, user-centered design is applied as the core 
method to conduct design-thinking process from user 
researching brainstorming, sketching, prototyping, usability 
testing and implementing. 

Usability  test  
According to Nielsen’s theory [11], usability has five 
attributes as learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, 
and satisfaction. Later on, usability testing was broadly 
introduced as “a systematic way of observing actual users 
trying out a product and collecting information about the 
specific ways in which the product is easy or difficult for 
them”. Dumas and Redish [12] also stressed the keys to a 
successful usability test to be remembered: 

•  The primary goal of this method is to improve the 
usability 

•  Let real users do the testing 

•  Make the tasks as real 
•  As the designer, observation and recording user actions 

are necessary 

•  Analyzing collected data and adjust the design  

METHODOLOGY    
To find out which graphical visualization of history 
selection paths is best to support communicating and 
iterative analysis, we had chosen to develop conceptual 
design and implemented the model in Qlik Sense as a case 
study. 



The complementary questions below are used as guidelines:  

•  How can the visualization help users to show their 
thinking process? 

•  What type of pattern should the history path be presented 
(linear or branching)? 

•  What should details of a selection (e.g., visualization 
states, transform behavior or both) be contained in the 
visualization? 

•  What interaction of the visualization should support 
(bookmarking, comments or branching)? 

The entire research process behind the questions followed 
user-focused and goal-directed design. It mainly includes 
the following sequential phases. First we did user research 
with the team, second developed sketches, prototypes, test 
with a group of participants, and lastly implemented a case 
study. 

User  research  
To develop an understanding of users and their needs, 
qualitative user research was adopted here. The process was 
supported by Qlik user research team as they have 
developed considerable personas to be used. To bridge the 
personas research and further practical design, we analyzed 
possible scenarios and defined the design requirements 
toward the goal. Based on previous preparation, we had a 
brainstorming session to narrow down the ideas for getting 
a clear blueprint. 

Developing  phases  
Quick sketching is always a reliable solution to make an 
idea tactile. Here we used created two different styles of 
designs with similar fundamental content and interactions. 
Furthermore, the parallel versions were reviewed by two 
product managers from Qlik who knew well about end-user 
needs. Referred from their feedback, I consolidated the 
parallel design and created the final sketch. 

To improve the design, the second step was creating a low-
fidelity digital prototype. It contained the finalized content, 
features, and commands. Similarly, it was evaluated by the 
same professional experts and three experienced Qlik Sense 
developers as technical input needs to be considered for 
further implementation. After the evaluation, we 
interviewed the participants individually based on general 
user experiences such as interactivity, visual effects, and 
content.  

Then the phase came to a high-fidelity prototype. It was 
aimed to verify whether the idea could be technically 
implementable and enable the user to experience how the 
system actually works. The prototype was implemented as 
an interactive web-based visualization demo. It was mainly 
visual structured with D3.js and supported by other 
scripting languages for the framework. D3.js is a Javascript 
library for data-driven documents, it brings data to life 
enabling by HTML, SVG, and CSS. With the help of a set 
of sample data, it well demonstrated the design. To get 

more valuable feedback, a new group of 13 participants 
with different background, genders, and ages was invited to 
the usability test. The questionnaire included the questions 
for personal background, performing tasks by using the 
prototype, feeling after performing tasks and user 
experience combined with a traditional quantitative design 
method called “Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)” [13]. 
As used in the last evaluation step, KPIs measure how well 
the design works. Usability testing helps collect general 
user experience and their understanding of the visualization.  

Case  study  
Based on the outcome of previous stages, it was worth 
trying it in a real context. So we adjusted the solution and 
integrated it as an extension into Qlik Sense. Qlik Sense is a 
data visualization tool mainly used in BI. Users can interact 
with the data visualization by making selections which may 
result in new insights. Once the extension was embedded, 
the product was reviewed by product managers and 
developers. 

RESULTS  

Pre-study  
Due to Qlik policy, it was impossible to have access to the 
customers. But the user research team had many types of 
well-defined personas. After having a discussion with an 
expert from the research team, we concluded that the user 
group can be divided into two types as the ambitious users 
and casual users (Figure 1). The conclusion was built on 
user behaviors and purpose when they were using data 
visualization tools. The level of analysis varied from basic 
to advanced depends on the difficulty of the task user is 
undertaking. In terms of usage perspective, target users 
could be the visualization creators who make the discovery 
history or the receivers who stand on the audience side. 
Getting inspired by these user categorizations, the 
represented user types were defined as data analysts and 
presenters in this study. For data analysts as the ambitious 
user in the graph, their typical working style is reviewing 
selection history, revisiting the corresponding visualization 
under a specific set of selections. On the other hand, 
presenters considered as casual users who usually consume 
the analysis result need to share the visualization, make the 

Figure 1. Target user mapping 



report of the discovery and present the thinking process of 
decision. 

After deciding the personas, we mapped general user 
scenarios for both data analysts and presenters. During 
analyzing the user action journey to finish their common 
tasks, required features and information for this 
visualization came out continuously. 

To answer the research questions, during the brainstorming 
session, we got a clearer understanding of the discovery 
path as it is a sequence of previous selections. Based on the 
user research and understanding of the topic, we finalized 
the requirements as needed basic information: 

•  The list of paths should be in time-based order, and also 
the list of selections within one path should follow a 
timeline.   

•   For every selection, the field and respective selected 
values need to be visualized as well. 

•  To enable defining a path, the selecting process is 
visualized at the same time. The user clicks “save” to 
store the selections as an identified path in the history 
library. 

And operations: 

•  Click “save” to recognize a path is included in the 
discovery history. 

•  Zoom-in to look into details or zoom-out to overview. 
•  Click selection to enter the corresponding state of 

visualization based on the selections from the starting 
point. 

•  Make notes for selections and paths. 

•  The user is able to clear selections. 
During the session, one extra feature, storytelling was 
added. As mentioned previously, the visualization should 
be able to communicate findings. To enable either 
presenters to explain the discovery process or analysts 
review the process and revisit paths is quite necessary to 
fulfill this demand. 

Based on this information, few solutions were proposed. 
One of the designs was that paths were organized in rows 
but the order from top to down is in saving sequence. 
Another solution is treemap as the structure. After got short 
feedback from the product managers who have worked with 
Qlik sense for at least 5 years and always participated user 
research activities, I merged both solutions and made the 
final sketch as Figure 2, 3 & 4 including visualizations for 
creating a path, discovery history and storytelling.  
Figure 2. represents the user is making the path, and it is 

updated synchronously. Before the user starts making 
analysis, only the black dot is pre-set. Once there is a 
selection made, an arrow and a node are created and so on. 
Whenever mouse over the node, corresponding field and 
selected values will be popped up. By clicking the “save” 
button, the path is identified and saved to be part of the 
discovery process. At the same time, a dialog pops up to 
ask a name and optionally some comments for the path. 
Also, it is possible to use “clear” to remove all the 
selections as users may restart from nothing again after 
trying a few selections. And, users are able to choose 
another path from the saved paths list to switch the view to 
the selected path.  
The main focus as Figure 3 contains tree structure as the 
visualization for saved paths which represents the discovery 
history. Every branch stands for one path. All the paths 
have a common point as starting without any selections. 
The tree structure is organized by timeline both vertically 
and horizontally. Vertically, the order is depending on the 
sequence of the paths being saved to the library. While the 
timeline for the horizontal direction is based on the order of 
making selections.  

Meanwhile, when users mouseover the node, corresponding 
information including the name of the path belonged, 
selected field and selected values. For users, this is quite 
easy to access the information without clicking back and 
forth to review selection details. Of course, clicking arrow 
or nodes within one path can go back to the visualization 
resulted by clicked path as well.  
 
In terms of storytelling mode (Figure 4), using left or right 

buttons can revisit the visualization based on the selected 
path in order, one by one. It is also possible to directly go to 
the visualization by choosing the path from the select box. 
Comments for the path shows above the path as well, it 
plays as a note for the presenter during the presentation, on 

Figure 2. Saving a path to the discovery history 

Figure 4. Storytelling mode enables communication and 
sharing 

Figure 3. Discovery history visualization 



the other hand, for the data analyst, it helps remind why and 
how this path came from. 

This sketch was reviewed by experienced Qlik product 
managers and developers individually as an evaluation. 
Concluded from their feedback, these extra points were 
considered for the next step: 

•  Using colors to distinguish nodes in different fields. For 
end-users, this is another information showing the critical 
data as being taken into consideration very frequently. 
The more one color appears in the chart, the more 
essential the field corresponding to the color needs to be 
considered for the analysis. 

•  Disable clicking the node to revisit the respective state 
during the process of building a path. It is easy to make 
users confused that get back to a state without removing 
the selections from that state. 

•   In the storytelling mode, possibly users are also curious 
about the state of visualization based on part of selections 
before the ending point of the current path. 

Prototyping  

Low-fi  digital  prototype  
As planned, based on the final sketch and feedback, a low-fi 
prototype was created as the final design before 
implementing the demo. There are not many changes in 
information, information structure, and operations. Main 
improvements are visual designs including color design and 
interactive effects. Using color to represent fields can help 
the users to recognize the differences and similarities 
among paths more efficiently.  

Hi-fi  practical  prototype  
As the purpose of this prototype is confirming the 
availability of technical implementation and getting more 
valuable feedback after users tried the live demo, this hi-fi 
prototype was planned to be independent of any BI tools. 
Referred to the low-fi prototype, the demo was 
implemented as a web-based interactive visualization, 
including making selections and reviewing discovery 
history. Storytelling was not included in this demo due to 
lack of database support in this web environment while 
storytelling mode needs to store the states of visualization 
for all the saved paths. But in the final step as the case study, 
we added storytelling function again.  

As mentioned in the methodology, D3.js is the key 
approach used to make prototype into real. The benefit of 
using this framework is helping produce dynamic and 
interactive visualization on the webpage.  
The first part of the system is making selections. As shown 
in Figure 5, “Country, Month, Visitor Type, Browser” are 
corresponding to fields, the data next to the checkboxes are 
values. By checking a checkbox, it means selecting a value. 
After checking few values in the same column, clicking 
“confirm” tells the system that the selection for one field is 
done, and at the same time, an arrow and a node is created 

in the below dialog as a part of the discovery path. Before 
confirming, it’s free to deselect the values, which doesn’t 
affect building the path. Once users feel the selections 
within one approach have been finished, pressing “save” 
button on the upper right can add this certified discovery 
path to the discovery history.  

Next to “save” button, Button “library” links to the library 
where contains all the saved paths which are considered as 
valuable history paths (See Figure 6). the only difference 
compared to the low-fi prototype is using colors to 
differentiate fields to let the user get an overview of the 
diversity of fields and also help compare paths.  

Usability  test  results    
The purpose of the usability test was to test how does the 
solution work in a practical context, and investigate 
whether the prototype will be helpful for the user needs we 
defined in the beginning.  

The usability test was conducted by a questionnaire enabled 
by Google Form. It was started with questions for getting to 
know participants’ background including the nationality, 
experiences about data analysis, the skill of data 
visualization tools. We got 13 responses in this test, the 

Figure 5. Making multiple selections to complete the task 
meanwhile the path is being built 

Figure 6. Path Library with popup information by 
mouseovering the node 



number of responses is limited but we can already see the 
feedback trend clearly. Among the participants from 7 
countries, 61.5% of them were not very experienced with 
data analysis, while 38.5% of them analyzed data in their 
work or study somehow. These two different types of users 
were a good balance for the test. They represent general and 
advanced users which completely fulfill the target user 
group we defined in the design phase.  

The test took about 15 minutes. It aimed to explore the 
usability of the visualization and collect user feedback to 
optimize its visual and interactive. To make the test 
environment as real as possible, a scenario was created as a 
base. In this scenario, the testers were put as a product 
manager who was requested to analyze the market and 
present solutions to stakeholders for a final decision. After 
explaining the context, testers were asked to first handle a 
scenario-based task to experience the system, quantitative 
task-based questions, and qualitative questions about 
general user experience.  

For the scenario task part, to enable users to have a basic 
understanding of how selections are working and also the 
meaning of paths, the task first required participants to 
make selections to build paths for generating path library. 
To make users feel selections meaningful in some way, we 
set different combinations of some selections which 
produce “New found” as successful approaches. So, the 
participants were required to make selections to produce 
five “New found” as finishing the analysis. If the thinking 
path matches one of the preset combinations, “New found” 
will show up. After selections, the users were asked to 
answer questions based on the information from the well-
built path library. The score for every question is defined by 
difficulty level ranged from 0~5 in which 0 means difficult 
and 5 means easiest.  
Among the tasks, testers needed to answer what kind of 
selections were made in a path. The path was pointed 
randomly by us during the test. Enabling by information 
from popup when user moused over the node, it was clear 
to know the request information theoretically. Back to the 
result, 69.2% of participants felt very easy to finish this task, 
and left of them also showed a very positive attitude in case 
of getting the right answer for this task. Additionally, by 
observing the entire process of test, it was confirmed that 
testers used the popup to retrieve information as the journey 
we designed. In conclusion, this task evaluated the 
possibility of providing selection information by the popup 
information, and also the convenience of showing 
information without redirecting to another page.  
To investigate whether the visualization of a path is clear 
and especially the order of nodes in a path are well-
expressed or not, we asked participants to try out the 
visualization and recognize the order of selections made in 
one path in the third task. As the tree structure (see Figure 
6.) started from a root and tree branches extended from the 
root to the right side. Ideally, the design enabled users to 

point out the first selection immediately when they see the 
visualization. As expected, 12 of the participants caught the 
right answer very easily, only 1 tester hesitated to make a 
choice but the answer was correct at the end. But an 
unexpected feedback mentioned many times during the test 
is that it was hard to understand the timeline in the 
prototype. Testers explained that the timeline was not 
concrete enough in the visualization, so they could not 
know how long it took between nodes and also paths. This 
input will be discussed more in the next section.  

As mentioned, after quantitative tasks, some qualitative 
questions were combined to know general impression and 
also user experience. Basically, we targeted the questions 
by using “Key performance Indicator” which was 
introduced in the methodology part. KPIs in this study were 
defined mainly about the satisfaction of using the demo and 
clear illustration of the thinking process. From an intuitive 
perspective (Figure 7), the visualization and its assisted 
functions helped clearly rebuild the thinking process 
through showing selections, paths and overviewing the key 
history. Another question (Figure 8) was measuring 
effectiveness of using this prototype. This question was 
emphasized to get overall feedback about user experience 
regarding the visualization, functions, and interactions from 
the design perspective. Did the design work efficiently? 
Was the interface user-friendly and aesthetically appealing? 
Did the solutions facilitate finishing task? We guided users 
to think about these types of questions by reflecting on their 
experiences. In general, participants scored positively as the 
result graph shows, apparently it also responded to the 
results got from previous task-based questions.  

Figure 7. Tree structure helps rebuild thinking process 

Figure 8. Users feel satisfied with the prototype in general 



The last question in the questionnaire was open to the 
participants to give feedback and suggestions. Some key 
takeaways are quite needed to highlight which could be 
potential solutions to some problems. One of the comments 
mentioned three times is requesting the ability to make 
marks on paths to help further recognition, the same for 
nodes (selections) when data analysts want to make some 
highlights. Another valuable comment raised was editing 
paths in the library. Instead of only reviewing information 
in the path library, it would be helpful if data analysts can 
delete paths when they want to make changes. Except for 
the above comments which could be considered as future 
improvements, participants also brought some concerns 
such as limitations of visualizing the differentiation and 
relevancy, possible applicable areas and so on. 
Compared to the results from the quantitative part and 
qualitative questions, it was not difficult to see that the hi-fi 
prototype reached out the user’s needs but not completely. 
While with the big help of combining quantitative data with 
the qualitative results, mainly there were two points 
concluded as the result of usability test for further 
improvement: 
•  As mentioned in the previous discussion, the tree 

structure combined with a timeline was doing well to 
illustrate the thinking process. With the help of popup 
information and also color distinctions, the information is 
richer. 

•  The solution needs to include some extra necessary 
functionalities as marking paths and nodes, deleting paths 
in the library. 

Case  study  result    
The purpose of the case study was testing how does the 
solution work in real context, combining with business 
intelligence tool. In this study, we use Qlik sense as the 
integration environment with the capability to store history. 
We kept all the functions which were included in the low-fi 
prototype. After integration, this extension was reviewed by 
developers and the supervisor. Potentially it will be adapted 
to become a final product after some adjustments. 

Briefly, Qlik Sense is an interactive data visualization tools 
for business intelligence. Accepting multi-type of data 
loading to the platform, users are able to create an 
application containing couples of sheets in which visualizes 
data in multiple ways as user defined. Meanwhile, users can 
explore the data by making selections to generate different 
views which helps guide users to new founds and deeper 
insights. 

Here the extension enables the user to make selections, 
storing paths, reviewing history paths and also storytelling 
the discovery paths. From Figure 9, the tabs placed on the 
upper left are used for quick access to different modes. 
Users are free to make selections in the white area where 
data visualization is placed. Whenever users save current 
selections as one thinking path, a dialog shows up to ask a 

name for the path and notes optionally. The name from then 
is labeled for the path in the drop-down list and also path 
library. Additionally, as all the saved paths are listed by 
their names in the drop-down list as well, users can access a 
previous path directly.  

If we switch to the mode “Discovery Library”, the tree 
visualization generated by saved paths is mapped in this 
view. Similar to previous prototypes, this visualization 
enables the user to mouse over the nodes to check the 
information about the nodes, including the path name, field 
name and selected values (See Figure 11).  

Figure 9. A screenshot shows Qlik Sense after integrated the 
extension. The black block is the extension area 

Figure 10. saving current path to the library by clicking the 
green button, clicking red button will clean all the current 

selections 

Figure 11. Tree-structured history library with tooltip 

Figure 12. Storytelling mode which enables visualizing paths 
like slide sharing by pressing “Back”&”Next” button. Drop-

down menu could quick access to a specific path in the list 



As users can save the state of visualization as bookmarks in 
Qlik Sense, and call the bookmark to rebuild the 
visualization anytime, storytelling mode was added 
successfully in the extension with the help of bookmark 
function. It can be accessed by pressing the “Storytelling” 
tab. Figure 12 shows the look of the storytelling mode. the 
data visualization changes depending on which path is 
selected. Apart from that, if the user leaves notes when they 
save the path in the building path phase, now the note will 
be displayed above the path. Meanwhile, it’s free to get 
back to build new paths or discovery library for reviewing 
the thinking process.  

During the process of implementing the solution into Qlik 
Sense, we made a few changes as well. 

First of all, the use of color disappeared in the extension. As 
seen in the high-fi prototype, the colors in tree structure 
were categorized by types of nodes. The main reason 
behind this was assumed that too many types of data will 
lead to too many colors appearing in the tree, which will 
blend and cause confusion. As the feedback about color we 
got from in the usability test was helping distinguish nodes, 
after comparing the importance of impact from each side, it 
was decided that using one color for the nodes and the color 
is green.  

Storytelling was implemented in the extension. Current 
solution for storytelling is switching visualizations by paths. 
Due to the technical issue, it is failed to play the 
visualization node by node as planned.  

DISCUSSION  
This section will discuss the thoughts, comments, 
reflections about the entire process and also possible future 
improvements regarding the solution. 

Process  
One of the main challenges was directly researching on the 
target users. The only support was collected materials from 
the user research team, but the information was limited to 
the research for Qlik Sense. So when it came to the topic of 
this study which did not exist yet, it was truly hard to 
understand user needs without coming into contact with the 
target users, especially advanced users. For general user 
type, it was assumed that people without any relevant 
experiences about using BI tools and data analysis are 
appropriate for the research. But regarding advanced users, 
it was not easy to explore their needs based on those limited 
information sources especially when we as the researchers 
were not very aware of how the BI tools worked in the 
initial stage.  

In the design phase, scenario mapping was used for 
exploring user pain points, needs and also opportunities. It 
was quite useful by going through real use cases while 
commenting on what improvements could have and what 
kind of functionalities could help with. Many breakthrough 
features were inspired by the scenario mappings. 

Following with sketching and prototyping, due to no access 
to experienced data visualization users, it was impossible to 
test with real users to collect feedback. Instead, we relied on 
experienced product managers and experienced developers 
who knew the user well for evaluation of parallel sketches 
and also the low-fi prototype. Then when it came to high-fi 
prototype, instead of implementing into Qlik Sense directly, 
it was decided to build a high-fi prototype which was an 
interactive web-based demo independent of Qlik Sense. So 
the usability test had a wide scope to recruit suitable 
participants to collect more valuable feedback as much as 
possible. 

In terms of design, the unclear use of timeline was pointed 
by testers in different phases. It is clear that visualizing 
timeline relationship is quite necessary and important for 
this system, and it was used in many aspects for this 
solution such as the order of nodes in the paths, the order of 
paths from top to down. While the concern from users was 
how to visualize the time gap between paths or nodes. It 
was quite possible and even true based the feedback from 
testers that data analysis activity could last a long time, and 
also it could be paused for a while since the user made last 
analysis path and started building another path again. The 
significance of time gap for this system should be taken into 
considered and needed to be evaluated. 

Future  improvement  
Although it is hard to balance whether the research should 
be dependent on the context of Qlik research or not, it’s 
better to start user research without any connections to the 
tools as the project validated. The tools are limited to be 
used in some situations, while what we are aiming to 
achieve has greater scope as exploring a proper 
visualization for reviewing history. The most important step 
for this goal is to get a real understanding of the users, 
where the users’ problems are, how the visualization and its 
functions should work and etc. 

As discussed before, one of the improvements should be 
visualizing the time interval between the paths were created. 
Reflected from user research, it was quite common that the 
data analysis process happened as a long-term project, 
which means the time interval between two paths could be 
days or even months. To rebuild the thinking process in a 
most authentic way, this element definitely should be 
involved in. The demand was also proposed in the usability 
test. One proposal is attaching a timeline next to the tree 
structure in the vertical direction. The timeline is measured 
by specific units which can be scaled into minutes, hours, 
and days.  

Another significant reflection is visualizing the differences 
in paths. To make use of these data as much as possible, it 
would be interesting for users to see what changes they 
have made step by step influencing by continuous new 
discoveries and deeper insights, and also compare the paths. 
It is a quite potential approach to meet breathtaking founds. 
Meanwhile, sometimes it is also possible that many paths 



are quite similar and there is no need to keep such many 
similar paths in the library, then users will want to delete 
some paths. The similar situation applies to when users 
make mistakes such as saving the path accidentally. Being 
able to edit the path library, at least deleting paths, maybe is 
helpful. 

Making mistakes happens very often especially when the 
action is just a click. In the case study, Qlik Sense provided 
undo when the user was making selections, but it is also 
possible that user accidentally saved the path and realize the 
mistake before next path created, undo function for this 
type of situation would be helpful as far as we can see. 

In terms of sharing, to facilitate the presenters 
communicating their thinking process with the audiences, 
sharing function could be a help as well. Sharing the tree 
visualization or storytelling board can make communication 
more convenient when someone needs to refer to the result 
of the thinking process. 

As a common supportive feature in almost all the types of 
tools, a search is also worth to be considered in further 
improvements. In the context of the discovery library, the 
user could search the paths based on the keyword such as 
field, a specific value and etc., the visualization is updated 
based on the search filters. We should provide freedom for 
the user to explore the deeper insights from the discovery 
library. 

Better delivering the scenario understanding before starting 
the usability test can be improved as well. Seen from the 
first task in the usability test, most participants felt difficult 
to finish the task because they did not understand the 
purpose very well. Due to missing information, they were 
not aware of preparing notes for the coming task. If we 
informed the testers to be well prepared by making some 
notes or marks when they were saving paths, the difficulties 
will reduce definitely. Besides that, unclear scenario 
description also resulted in uncertain task recognition. To 
avoid this deviation, a highly integrated test environment 
will be much more helpful. And also, before the task, if the 
users are completely new to data analysis, it is essential to 
give them some basic knowledge such as concepts 
explanation in terms of data analysis. 

However, this research absolutely has a lot of potentials in 
various areas. For example, visualizing web browsing 
history could be one of the possible extension based on this 
study. The history is visualized as a clear tree structure, the 
users can easily filter by time and recognize the right 
history record they are looking for. When you need to find 
the information on an unfamiliar website, instead of 
clicking many times to get the right way to enter, overview 
the history first in the visualization can make it much easier 
to find the direct way to revisit any subpages under a 
complex website instead of getting lost.  

Back to the starting point of this research, in the future 
work, for the focus user group we considered, the model we 

proposed in this study could facilitate their data analysis 
activities from general analyzing, checking the exploration 
history whenever they want to get inspiration for further 
analysis and also communication. From a broader 
perspective, another potential of this model could be related 
to education. It can be utilized for recording the learning 
journey. The intuitive visualization of study process linked 
with every detailed action can help learners self-evaluate 
and self-reflect to improve and formalize a better 
personalized learning path. Meanwhile, the information can 
also benefit educators to keep track of students and have a 
deeper and detailed understanding of students’ study 
activities for coaching students in a more targeted way. 

CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we explored the possibility of visualizing 
thinking process, had a discussion around the format of 
visualization, developed prototypes to make the proposal 
tangible, iterative evaluations and also implemented a demo 
for Qlik Sense visualization system as a case study. 

We started with a literature study to confirm the 
significance of the research question. Many references 
showed the needs to visualize history for review, revisit and 
also share. Then we investigated the current state of data 
visualization tools and existing solutions which covered the 
needs somehow. Very few results strongly demonstrated the 
necessity and need for further study. Based on the positive 
assumption, we first made an analysis of possible 
visualization models because how to organize the content 
from discovery history in a suitable structure is the key to 
this study. All the assets functionalities need to be enabled 
by the model. As a result of the deeper discussion, it was 
decided to use tree structure which can express not only 
hierarchy and the sequence but also has the ability to digest 
a large amount of complex data into a clear illustration. 
Apart from that, we also considered proper functions which 
could be used to make the system more attractive and useful. 

Basically, we proposed tree structure as the fundamental 
frame and introduced visualizing building path as the first 
phase of the system as well. Users are able to think about 
the value of the current analysis, and save it if this analysis 
contributed to the discovery. Under this mode, supportive 
functions include clearing current selections, quick 
accessing to the saved paths by drop-down list, naming path, 
and making notes when saving the path as well. The second 
phase we designed for the system, is overviewing history 
paths library where the tree structure is placed. In the hi-fi 
prototype, we provided popup information as the tooltip for 
enriching information as much as possible to the users 
which was evaluated as a very useful tip in this mode. For 
the purpose of sharing and communication, we had 
storytelling mode to facilitate user needs. Built based on the 
bookmarks, it enabled slide sharing the state of 
visualization in the level of the paths and is also available to 
quickly switch to the pointed path by drop-down list. Next 
to the path, we displayed notes which were created when 



users were saving the path, this is quite similar to 
PowerPoint slide sharing. 

As discussion section mentioned, there are many 
improvements and broader development spaces for this 
solution such as more support functions like bookmark, 
search, undo and more ability such as visualizing 
differences of paths and their time interval. Except for the 
solutions itself, we reflected on the design process as well. 
How to improve usability test to get more accurate test 
result is one of the main challenges we’ve met in this study 
as well. 

To answer the research question back to the beginning, we 
verified the possibility for visualizing thinking process, 
proposed tree structure as the visualization model used for 
this purpose, and also discussed the proper supported 
functions. Although there are many improvements and also 
uncertain of some details in the design, in general, this 
solution could be helpful for both casual users who just do 
basic analysis and consuming, and also ambitious users 
who are more required to do advanced analysis and creating 
(See Figure 1). 
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